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I've seen these brightly colored
boats in several places. Wonder
where this one was?
I’ve had a friend ask me how I
keep track of where I took my
photographs. She was curious
about how I am able to describe
the details of travel pics I post.
Such the good question. Lately
I’ve spent a lot of time revisiting
my collection of images from afar
and occasionally posting them
on social media. It’s what we do
in a time of travel restrictions,
isn’t it.
More than once I’ve found a truly
great photo only to nd myself
asking my husband, “Do you
remember the name of this
shrine?” He just laughs at me
convinced that the ridiculous
expectation virus has gotten to
me.

I've seen these brightly colored boats in several places. Wonder where this one
was?

So how do I nd out the answer?
Here are a few techniques I use.
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In the past I intentionally
purchased travel cameras with
built in GPS so that location
information is embedded in the
image. The photographs I took
using those cameras are so easy
to identify. There are all kinds of
options for then nding where
you were when you took that pic,
but one of the easiest is to use
is google maps and then enter
the latitude and longitude into
While I still don't know what this pretty little ower and seed is, I DO know from
the search window. Bingo! There
GPS that it was taken at Nana Mau Garden in Hilo, Hawaii.
you are. So how do you nd the
embedded data (known as the
metadata) in your image? Simple. Just right click on the le name. In Windows you then select
properties and then details. On a Mac, select Get Info. If you are using Adobe Lightroom,
selecting the Map tab will also show you where you were as well as show you the lat-long info.

I can tell you that I’ve done this countless times.
After a while all churches look the same and
don’t even mention castles. After taking a trip
down the Rhine photographing one cool castle
after another, I would have been lost without this
technique. As it was, I could google map the trip
and “see” the name of each castle and then
retag the name of each image. If there are two
close enough that you can’t gure out which is
which, I nd that someone else does know and
has posted a pic very similar to mine – provided I
have some idea of what name to put in. It does
become an interesting challenge at times.
Unfortunately, fewer and fewer cameras have
that option which frustrates me to no end. So
along the way, I’ve found that there are useful
The red dot shows me in Google Maps exactly where the
apps that track where you are going and then
little red ower was located.
when you download the photographs you can
then embed that information. Built in GPS was
better but this will do. By the way, one of the reasons
camera makers don’t like GPS is that it does chew up
battery life. At least with the app solution I don’t have
that issue. The app I’ve learned to love is GeoTagr which
installs on my iphone and my ipad. As a real bonus it
also installs on my Apple watch (I know. I know. Yes, I
do own Apple stock). If I am using a camera without
GPS, I just turn on my GeoTagr with my watch and it
tracks all my movements. The only thing you have to
remember is to make sure your camera date and time
match those of your phone. Once I’ve returned from my
wanders, I download my camera images to my
computer or my ipad and let GeoTagr attach the
location to my pics.
I know that for many folks this is all way more than they
want to do so it’s a great thing that smart phones with
cameras have GPS built in.
One other trick I use that helps tremendously is to keep
the descriptions of the excursions we take. Those often
tell me the name of that temple I was looking for without
even needing GPS. Once I know what my picture is,
then it’s easy to google that name for useful information
to add to my photo caption.
So now you know my secret. It’s that NO I don’t just
remember what all those places were that I captured.
Truth be told, sometimes I don’t even know what they
are when I take them and only discover details after I get
back home.
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So only today while searching for an image to share, I
come across this vibrantly colored boat. The

Using the Get Info function on my Mac, I can nd
the latitude and longitude allowing me to locate
it.

photograph was taken with my GPS enabled camera so I
found that it was taken at Marsaxlokk, Malta. Searching for
that detail I found an interesting wiki. “Marsaxlokkis is a
small, traditional shing village in the Southeastern Region of
Malta. Inhabited and well-known since antiquity, Marsaxlokk
was used as a port by Phoenicians and Carthaginians.”
Without GPS data I’d have never known all this.
So how many of you use the GPS available on your images?
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From this Lightroom map, I can discover my location of the pretty boat: Marsaxlokk,
Malta.

The app GeoTagr shows me exactly
where I was during each day's
wanderings.

